"World Day of Remembrance, RSA Indonesia Celebrates with communities, educators, students and private entity. RSA.or.id - Road Safety Association (RSA) Indonesia held a series of events commemorating World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victim (WDOR), a contemplation act for road traffic accident victims worldwide on 3rd Sunday in November every year.

Each year, the world loses more than one life as a result of road traffic accidents. RSA Indonesia this year held WDOR action in numbers of active throughout November - December 2017. Each activity is filled with one to three activities in the form of information, socialization and education of road safety that reaches the community, education, and private sector. The event was held in Jakarta, Jakarta, Bekasi, and Bekasi Regency, West Java.

WDOR with a cycling community of cyclists

In an active in Jakarta, RSA Indonesia held a WDOR action on the 'Hello Nature' event initiated by Bike to Work (B2W) Indonesia, a cycling community that uses bicycles for activities to go and work in the office.

In this vigorous event, RSA Indonesia, represented by the Honorary Board, Rio Octaviano filled a talk show about street safety, titled 'Safe Cycling and Sharing Road'. Rio focuses on the importance of applying the RSA triangle (Rules, Skill, Attitude) when cyclists are on the road.

"The understanding and application of RSA triangles for cyclists is very important, given the position of cyclists including the most vulnerable road users after pedestrians," said Rio, in Buperta Ragunan, South Jakarta, Saturday (25/11/2017).

Rio also stressed the importance of applying Attitude or cyclist’s behavior while on the road. Because, understanding the Rules (rules) and have sufficient Skills (skills) does not mean anything if the Attitude (behavior) of the road user is neglected.

"We all know and experienced how the manner as behavior of road users in big cities like in Jakarta has become a rarity. Cyclists should be a role model for other road users," said Rio in a talk show as most of the participants are students that just started using bicycles for their activities.

In the intensive closing of B2W Indonesia, RSA Indonesia invited all participants and event organizers to commemorate all cyclists in the world who become victims of road traffic accidents, in 'silent moment' by spreading banners in the event area.

WDOR with school students, motorcycling communities and educators

The next day, Sunday (11/26/2017) RSA Indonesia again held an event in order to commemorate WDOR. This time it is active in Bekasi, West Java, precisely in Taman Bacaan, Bojong Menteng, Bekasi, West Java.

In this enterprising time, the host is the Honda Street Fire Club Indonesia Bekasi Chapter, a community of Honda Street type cyclists in Bekasi, and Aksara Forum, a reading community targeting school children in their activities.

What is unique about this activity is, road safety education by RSA Indonesia is conducted in the presence of participants who are elementary and junior high school students with ages ranging from 7 to 14 years. RSA Indonesia represented by member of Activity Division, Citra Ayu Lestari introduce to the students about traffic signs and road markings. In addition, Citra also asks the students to remind their parents if there are any aspects of safety that are forgotten.

"So, brothers and sisters, if you bring your father or mother to school by motorcycle, do not forget to ask to be applied helmet..." invite Citra greeted with answer 'yes' by the participants with enthusiasm.

Not to forget, RSA Indonesia invites everyone in attendance, consisting of educators from the Aksara Forum, members of Honda Street Fire Club and all students to reflect on remembering all the victims of road traffic accidents, some of whom are children.

"We remember them victims, and also remind ourselves to always be careful and not be like them," said Citra.

WDOR together with Private Entity.

Subsequent WDOR activities, RSA Indonesia took business entity in this case from the manufacturing industry. In an event that to be held on Saturday (16/12/2017) that up, the employees and management of PT. Mitsubishi Electric Automotive Indonesia (MEA INA) will be the target of road safety education.

Later, education is done in two sessions as indoor (in class) and outdoor. In the in-class session, participants will be given an understanding of the applicable traffic rules, an understanding of the risk of accidents that can occur while driving, and participants will also be awakened to the importance of driving behavior that does not endanger...
themselves and other road users.
In the final session, all participants and management of MEA INA will be invited to commemorate the victims of road traffic accidents around the world in 'silent moment' for 1 minute.”
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SUMMARY

“Under patronage of Her Excellency minister of health and in cooperation with the World Health Organization; The symposium for the world day of remembrance of the road accident victims was conducted 27 November 2017 at Tamuz hall in Sheraton hotel-Baghdad.
More than 150 attendees represent all ministries, health directorates, university students and media representatives. The symposium covered the following subjects:
1. Review of decade of action for road safety 2011-2020 and implementations, achievements of the national strategy to reduce mortality of road injuries to less than 50% before 2020
2. Ambulance services to ensure rapid effective pre-hospital emergency care for road accidents in Iraq.
3. Traffic legislations and regulations to monitor the safe use of the roads.
4. Psychological support for road accident victims
5. Rehabilitation services for victims of road accidents
6. Research on road accidents in Iraq
7. The effect of statistics of road victims in supporting the national strategy for road safety.
9. Review of achievements in annual plan of post-crash response committee
10. Session for discussion and recommendations
Symposium chair: Dr. Shakir Kadhim Katea, national focal point of road safety in Iraq
Public health directorate, MoH
shakirkatea@yahoo.com  +9647815351802
Website of the event: http://phd.iq/News_Details.php?ID=1822
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/www.phd.iq/photos/pcb.743622979164587/743622042498014/?type=3&theater"
1. “A gathering followed by a concert took place in Nahr Ibrahim, Lebanon organized by ALARM: Association Liliane Atallah for Road Morals; we honored the monument in memory of all road traffic victims, speech were said by YASA : Youth Association for Safety Awareness and by family members of victims, high official
2. “A mass was celebrated during the week at the Convent of Notre Dame du Carmel in Hazmieh, Lebanon in the presence of family members of traffic victims with the cooperation of YASA members and Association Zeina Hauch, candles were set in front of pictures of victims, Father Charbel whose speech was dedicated to victims and their families and he stress on more thorough measures to be done for insuring safer roads for all (pics no 6,7,8,9,10,11)”

3. “Under the patronage of the Minister of Telecommunication and ALFA (the Lebanese Mobile Company) a conference was organised in the presence of high official members of the government and in cooperation with the Road Traffic Executive Council, speech were presented by spokesmen praising the work done and still to be done, white roses were distributed to all in memory of all traffic victims with the title *Remember but never again* (pics no 19, 20,21,22,23)”

4. On Sunday November 19th a big mass was celebrated at the Basilique of Notre Dame de Harissa in Lebanon, official members of the government were present as well as families and friends of road traffic victims who presented candles in memory of their victims, Pere Alwan stressed in his speech about road traffic safety and that more efforts should be done to have*safer roads for all as we are all responsible* (pics no 12,13,14,15,16,17,18)
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